
#

55

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6020 339 5.64 1.9 32 10.25 30.5 7.99 4.65 95" 34

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

DT
DOB (Age)

8-20-93 (25)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Lamarre, McGarvin

TEAM

Clevleland Browns15-1st-CLE
YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Washington (WAUN)

Prospect (Last, First)

Shelton, Danny

2017: vs TEN 10/22, @MIN 10/29, @JAX 11/19, @CIN 11/26, @PIT 12/31

4
Winning %

8%
Positions Started

INJURIES

N/A

4th year DL who has started 44 of the 46 career games he has appeared in, including 13 of 14 in 2017 while

missing Weeks 4 and 14 with a calf injury and a rib injury respectively. Spent 2017 in Gregg Williams’ Attacking

4-3 defense where he lined up mostly at the 3-Tech DT spot with occasional snaps at 0-Tech NT and was asked

to get upfield and attack his gap vs the run. Possesses solid size at 6’2” 339 with a thick frame and adequate arm

length. Displays adequate athletic ability; very good balance with adequate foot speed, explosiveness and agility.

Good mental processing with the ability to quickly key run/pass, diagnose and react to run schemes and the

awareness to react to screen plays well. Very good against the run—with his play vs Gap blocking schemes

standing out; displays a good understanding of where the run is designed to go and his blocker’s role in that run.

Shows very good gap integrity; leverages the gap well and does not allow himself to be easily moved out of his

hole. Good use of hands helps him control the OL, shed blocks and attack the ball carrier. Play strength is very

good; able to control and move around OL with good or worse play strength and sheds blocks naturally without

laboring due to a combination of strength and smart hand usage. Strong at the POA and uses good play strength

and well as good pad level to keep leverage and hold up vs double teams. Good tackler with the strength to arm

tackle ball carriers with solid or worse size. Displays elite competitive toughness with consistently high effort

level, physical toughness and aggression; possesses good mental toughness and will chase down plays from way

behind and never stops hustling on crucial plays—especially scoring opportunities at the goal line. Very good

motor while in pursuit; hustles from snap to whistle, takes good angles to the ball when there is no traffic and

maintains good leverage. Up-field burst is marginal and get off is just adequate; adequate short area

explosiveness limits his ability to penetrate upfield at a solid or better level. Lateral agility is marginal and

ability to defend vs reach blocks is just adequate leading to struggles vs Zone blocking schemes where he can be

taken out of the play by OL with superior lateral movement. Poor pass-rusher; doesn’t bend well and lacks a

pass-rush plan beyond bull-rushing QB. Lacks the ability to close on the QB despite good angles due to limited

AA and burst. Agility in traffic is adequate as he struggles to adeptly navigate traffic without slowing down.

Prototypical two-down NT that excels in run defense and consistently displays a high motor. Displays very good

gap integrity and good block shedding with the size, strength and leverage to take on double-teams and allow

others to make plays around him. Poor pass-rushing ability and adequate AA sink his value on passing downs.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

46
Games Started

44
Games Won

Pass Rush, Up-field Burst, Athletic Ability 

PROJECTION Prototypical two-down NT that excels in run defense. Displays very good gap integrity and 

good block shedding with the size, strength and leverage to take on double-teams. Struggles 

vs Zone blocking schemes and limited pass-rushing ability and AA sink his value on passing 

downs.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Run Defense, High Motor, Play Strength

WORST

NT

Nose Tackle in a two-gapping defense

2015 – Knee (Missed 0 Games), 2016 – No injuries, 2017—Calf (Missed Week 4), Ribs 

(Missed Week 14)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


